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Abstract. On the basis of the drawbacks of the current recommender systems additional functionality to the social
network, namely, recommender system with management possibility is proposed. In order to implement such
functionality to the social network, the following elements of a new method are presented in this paper: a metamodel of
the recommendation; an algorithm for leverage coefficients-based recommendations formation; an algorithm of
leverage coefficients-based recommendations interpretation. The paper also discusses the possibility to extend social
network’s business logic with business rules features and presents some fragments of the prototype that realizes these
features.
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1. Introduction

social actions and reduce possibility to find useful
information quickly. However, social network should
be able to present not only the main information for
the user, but also the additional information that could
be potentially useful for the user according to his
profile or the actions he performs. One of the ways to
present additional information in SN is recommender
system (RS) [21].
Recommendation is a description (formal or informal) that defines what additional information should
be presented to the user of the social network. Recommender systems (RSs) can be of the different types
and complexity. Despite the positive side of RS they
are not perfect. Among the main drawbacks of current
RS one could mention the following: there is no possibility to modify structure of recommendation or evaluate the environment parameters of the user; also the
level of personalization and relevance of the additional
information cannot be changed as well.
On the basis of the drawbacks of the current RSs
we suggest additional functionality to the social
network, namely, recommender system with management possibility. The process of recommendation formation in this system is defined by an algorithm. The
particularity of the recommendations formed with this
algorithm is that these recommendations are based on
leverage coefficients – such a solution allows one to
define the most suitable level of flexibility and

With the development of novel technological solutions and constant growth of information quantities,
the interaction and communication activities among
people and various organizations become more and
more computerized. People and organizations form
various virtual communities in order to share their
knowledge and experience more efficiently. Such virtual communities are the core of social networks [23].
Social network (SN) is a structure that consists of
nodes and ties [8]. Nodes define the members of social
network (persons, organizations). Ties among nodes
identify connections among members of social network [3]. The size of the network is directly related to
the size of the community it covers. The transfer of
social network into virtual environment (internet social network) enables users to communicate even more
efficiently. The main features of such environment are
remote (from any place) asynchronous (anytime) communication (information trade) [10].
There are two types of user functions in SN: administrative functions (management of the information
about the user, his interest areas, contacts etc.) and
functions of participation in SN activities (information
upload, search, review etc.) [9].
Social networks usually store huge amounts of
information, and that may negatively influence user
*
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personalization. Some of the functionality of the Business Rules Management System (particularly, Blaze
Advisor) is utilized at this stage – it is used to define
calculation formulas of leverage coefficients in the
design phase, and the process of leverage coefficients
calculation in the phase of recommendations execution; see Sections 4 and 5 for more details on these
issues.
The recommendation is stored in the system as a
composition of atomic elements – this feature enables
the analysis and modification of recommendations,
avoiding flexibility and personalization problems that
are a common problem in other RSs; the composition
of the recommendation is presented in Section 3.

information that can be potentially useful for the user
according to his interest areas set in his profile [18].
Such potentially useful information may contain the
most popular articles, goods or services (e.g. if the
user is marked in the profile that he likes cats, RS can
suggest him to contact others users who are interested
in cats or read articles about cats.). All this
functionality of the social networks is provided by the
recommender systems.
RS can be analyzed in different views. Depending
on a view, different classifications may be applied [6]:
• Static and dynamic;
• Depended on the user: his profile [4] or actions
[16];
• Automatic [15] and user initiated.
Automatic dynamic recommender systems have
the highest advantages. They can have high level of
personalization (selection of information according to
the profile of the particular user) or high level of relevance (selection of information according to the parameters, which characterize the activity of the particular user in the network). These recommendations are
formed using special formation methods [2, 12].
Automatic dynamic RS can implement three types of
these methods: content-based [1], based on the communication among users [7, 11, 24], hybrid methods
[5, 14]. Some automatic methods have self-learning
feature for making better decisions for selecting additional information [2].
It should be pointed out that not all RSs can offer
proper functionality [22]. That is why particular usage
of the RS described above depends on the specifics of
the social network itself and the complexity of the recommendations that is needed.
A summarized comparison of RSs is given in Table 1.

2. Integration of Recommender Systems in
Social Network
The types of RS, their formation and integration
possibilities into Social Network are analyzed in the
following two subsections.
2.1. Advantages and Disadvantages of Methods for
Formation of Recommender Systems
The flows of information are intensive and contain
lots of information in social networks. That’s why
there is a lot of additional information that can be
potentially useful for the user of the social network.
SN augmented with RS provides new useful
possibilities to distribute information among the
members of the network.
Among other useful functions social networks contain functionality that allows one to inform users about
various kinds of news, new users etc. Social network
can find not only new information, but also the
Table 1. Comparison of types of recommender systems (RS)
Type of recommendation

Dynamic
Partially dynamic

Fully automatic

By the
action

By the
profile

By the
content

By the
communication

Mixed

+
-

+
+ (low)
-

+
+
+ (low)
-

+ (high)
+ (high)
-

+ (high)
+ (high)
-

+ (high)
+(high)
-

+

+

+

-

-

-

+

+

+

-

-

-

-

+ (high)

-

-

+ (high)

+

Static
Criterion
Level of personalization
Possibility to change level of personalization
Level of relevance
Possibility to change level of relevance
Possibility to change structure of presented additional
information
Possibility to change criteria for selection of additional
information
Demand for gathering additional data

to accomplish, because the features of recommendation are already in the code [17].
• RS analyzes the connections between the user and
the object that will be offered, but other circumstances like time, living place, age, contacts
with other users are not evaluated. This results in

The analysis of RSs [22] identified some drawbacks and problems that do not have solutions yet:
• There is no possibility to modify recommendation,
unless the program code itself is changed. This, of
course, may become very expensive and difficult
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poor level of personalization of the recommendation.
• Newly involved users have no connections and no
activities. RS has to evaluate that and to offer the
additional information with lower level of relevance. There is no possibility to change this level
in existing RSs. This problem concerns not only
the new but also the mature users of social networks, because high level of relevance between
the user and additional information precludes pos-

sibility to present additional information of the
lower level of relevance.
2.2. Adding Additional Functionality to Social
Network
Additional functionality to social network was proposed after the evaluation of the existing methods of
recommendations’ formation (Figure 1). The core of
our proposal is an automatic leverage coefficientsbased recommender system of the social network.

Figure 1. Social network’s business logic level augmented with RS and BRMS functionality
• Inf.f.[7] – additional information that is customized to the particular user according to his profile
settings.
Social network has external connections to the
Recommender System and Business Rules Management System (BRMS) [13] [20]. RS forms basic
elements of the recommendation (such as initial
parameters, output structure etc.). BRMS is used to
construct calculation formulas of leverage coefficients. Business rules used by BRMS enable the expert to form and to modify the structure of leverage
coefficient more effectively.
Information flows Inf.f.[8]-Inf.f.[11] are used to
form inner elements of the recommendation. Inf.f.[8]
is a set of data elements from the SN repository, they
are used to form the main elements of the recommendation (groups, weights, initial data structure, output
structure etc.). Formed elements (Inf.f.[9]) are saved
in the RS repository. According to the selected subset
of the recommendation elements (Inf.f.[10]), BRMS is
used to form the business rules for the leverage coefficient’s calculation formula and the calculation itself
according to that formula; these business rules (Inf.f.
[11]) are stored in BR repository [13] [20]; it can be
mentioned that in general such BR repository could
be used not only for RS development purposes but in
other computerized systems’ development activities as
well [19]. When the BR project is developed, it is
compiled and integrated in the RS.
In order to implement such additional functionality
to the social network, the following elements of the

The stage of Business logic is augmented with two
additional processes: „Selection of additional information using recommendations” and „Presentation of the
additional information to user“.
The input and output flows of the first process are
as follows:
• Inf.f.[1] – initial data, which are selected from the
SN repository according to the environmental parameters (user actions, user profile, etc.);
• Inf.f.[2] – queries for the selection of the particular
recommendation and its parameters from the repository of the Recommender System (RS). These
queries are formed after the analysis of initial data
(Inf.f.[1]);
• Inf.f.[3] – data about the particular recommendation and information, which is selected according
to initial data. Selected elements of the recommendation are as follows: elements of formula of leverage coefficient, weights, output data structure.
• Inf.f.[4] – queries for the calculation of the results
of the particular recommendation from the repository of the Business Rules;
• Inf.f.[5] – calculation results of the data elements
according to the formula of leverage coefficient.
Input and output flows of the second process are as
follows:
• Inf.f.[6] – additional information that is selected by
the recommendation with respect to the values of
leverage coefficient;
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new method were proposed and presented in this
article: (1) metamodel of the recommendation; (2) an
algorithm for leverage coefficients-based recommendations formation; (3) an algorithm of leverage coefficients-based recommendations interpretation.

data that should be selected according to the particular recommendation).
• Every selected initial data element gets leverage
coefficient value which is calculated by the formula. Leverage coefficient lets the system decide
what information according to the appropriate user
can be useful to him.
• The formula itself is not stored as an element of
recommendation, though elements of the formula
are. Formula consists of variables. Variable can be
one of the two types: ontology element or query.
Values of the variables are digits, i.e. values of
ontology elements or results of the queries.
• Formula variables have weights. Weights are
defined by the expert. The expert groups ontology
elements and gives these groups weights of
influence. The expert can also define the structure
of the output data, which will be presented to the
user. It consists of the elements of ontology. Initial
data, output data and leverage coefficients values
are received using adequate queries (Selection of
initial data, Selection of output data, and Receiving
of the variable’s value).

3. Metamodel of the Proposed Automatic
Recommendation
Metamodel of the proposed automatic recommendation is presented and described in this section
(Figure 2.).
The elements are as follows:
• One of the elements composing automatic recommendation is the Informal description – it specifies
the purpose and goals of the recommendation.
• Another element is Initial parameters. Initial data
are selected according to those parameters. Initial
parameter can be one of the two types: (1) Initial
parameter of the system (such parameters define
circumstances of when the recommendation should
be presented, i.e. user identification, parameters
describing user environment); (2) Initial parameter
of the recommendation (such parameters define

Figure 2. Metamodel of the recommendation

Recommendations are interpreted as a separate
element of the SN. What is very important, they are
not stored in the program code any more. This feature
enables the expert to modify recommendations if
needed – it is very useful in social networks (or in
other web sites) where dynamics of information flows
is very high.

It is important to note that the same principles for
recommendations formation should be applied to all
recommendations in the system in order to avoid overlapping recommendations. The amount of recommendations in social network is not finite; it depends on
the demand to publish additional information as well
as on the specifics of problem domain itself. The
usage of system recourses has to be estimated by the
expert according to the complexity and amount of
recommendations and density of updates. In order to
optimize the usage of the system resources, formulas
of leverage coefficients may be optimized, eliminating
all unnecessary elements. The timing of calculation of
leverage coefficients values should also be taken into

4. The Algorithm of Leverage Coefficientsbased Recommendations formation
The core element of the leverage coefficientsbased recommendations formation method is the formation algorithm itself.
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account – calculations can be performed in real time
or periodically.
The essence of the algorithm is the process of calculation of the values to the leverage coefficients’ that
will be used for the selection of additional information. The particularity of this method is that the user
gets information, which is selected according to his
profile and other parameters characterizing his environment. This feature partly enables the system to
restrict the overflow of the additional information
given to the user. It is impossible to avoid excessive
additional information completely, because the
amount of additional information is a very perso-

nalized parameter that differs from user to user. Before
the recommendation formation process starts, the
expert has to analyze the problem domain and define:
• users or groups of users,
• goals of recommendation,
• composition of recommendation,
• period of data update for recommendation.
After the evaluation of these aspects, recommendation formation process may begin. Basic steps of the
algorithm of leverage coefficients-based recommendations formation are presented in Figure 3.

Figure 3. The algorithm of leverage coefficients-based recommendations formation

weight of the element, he should move it to another group or change the weight of the entire
group;
• When the expert deletes element or entire group,
he should pay attention if they are already involved in some formula of leverage coefficient, because in case of element deletion the formula may
get incorrect;
• The expert can set weight for each group of elements, but the sum of weights in all groups (per
every recommendation) should be equal to one.
The amount of elements in each group is not
limited.

Let us briefly discuss basic steps of the algorithm:
STEP 1. Grouping ontology elements used for
recommendation, and setting weights for groups
The expert analyses problem domain and the
description of informal recommendation and groups
the elements of ontology of problem domain. This step
is made using Recommender System. Some remarks:
• The expert selects the ontology elements that will
be used in formation of recommendation. Later, in
case there are any changes, expert can easily modify these groups (add new elements, groups, delete
them);
• Groups get weights. The weight shows the influence of every grouped element, which means
that elements from different groups will have different influence in the formula of leverage coefficient.
The groups are made for every recommendation,
i.e. they are not the same for all of recommendations,
because even the same elements in different recommendations can have different weights (influence).
In order to avoid an overlap of ontology elements,
ensure the correct performance of recommender system and reduce inaccuracy of calculating of leverage
coefficients’ values some restrictions for forming the
groups in the system are imposed:
• The expert cannot put the same ontology element
into two or more groups. If he wants to change the

STEP 2. Identification of initial parameters of
recommendation
The second step is to identify the initial parameters
of the recommendation, i.e. a person who (and when)
will get additional information. This step is made
using Recommender System. In order to do that, expert has to analyze the following aspects:
• Under what conditions (when?) the additional information is presented to the user? It can be some
kind of user actions, e.g. opening a particular page
of website. According to that the system presents
one or another recommendation;
• What parameters identify the adjustment of recommendation to the user? This aspect identifies who
will be the receiver of additional information.
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Some additional parameters, which define user’s
environment, are identified as well – these parameters enable to personalize the additional information.
The first aspect is analyzed during the integration
of recommendation, and the second one – during the
formation of the recommendation. These parameters
are input data (initial parameters) to the recommender
system from the main system. There can be general
recommendations in the system, which do not have
parameters about the user identification, but additional
parameters from the main system about the user
environment can be given to recommender system
anyway.
The expert also controls the selection of initial data
(Figure 4) in this step. RS selects data on the basis of
the queries formed by the expert. Queries are formed
using initial parameters from STEP 2. Selected data
define a range of the recommendation (“B” subset in
Figure 4).
Remark: Figure 4 represents three sets of data: set
A is an entire set of data of the problem domain; B is a
subset of A – this subset is formed using initial parameters from the system and from the recommendation
(see Step 2); C is a subset of B – this subset is formed
using values of leverage coefficients and represents
selected additional information that will be presented
to the user.

selected data element using BRMS. Every recommendation has its own formula for calculation of leverage
coefficient value. Depending on the complexity of
recommendation, there can be one or more elements in
the formula. The complexity of the element (which
can be: ontology element, query or function) also depends on the requirements for the recommendation.
The structure of the formula for the leverage
coefficient is given below:
f (obj ) = a ⋅ f1 ( obj ) + b ⋅ f 2 ( obj ) + ...
+ v ⋅ f n −1 ( obj ) + z ⋅ f n ( obj )

,

(1)

where:
obj – selected element, for which RS has to
calculate value of leverage coefficient;
f1(obj), ...,fn(obj) – variables (functions) of the
formula;
a,...,z – weights of formula elements; weights
show the influence of the particular variable in
the formula;
f(obj) – value of the leverage coefficient, which is
calculated for the element obj.
The expert gets variables from the informal description of recommendation. Weights of formula elements are inherited from the groups of these elements.
Formation of variables. The expert can get information about proper variables in the formula from an
informal description of the recommendation. This step
is very important, because the proper choice of variables enables the RS to present the additional information to the user with the most appropriate personalization and relevance level. The formula has to be
optimized eliminating all unnecessary elements, which
can complicate the selection of additional information.

Figure 4. Selection of the Data subset
for the recommendation

Variable of the formula can be one of the three types:
• Ontology element;
• Query, which returns numerical value;
• Function, which according to the initial parameters
returns numerical value.
Ontology element used in the formula must have
numerical value. Value can represent:
• Some kind of quantity value (e.g. the number of
user visits);
• Object’s quality value (e.g. rating of the article).
Every object may have different quality values
depending on which recommender system selects
the most suitable objects as candidates to be presented as the additional information for the user.
Queries are used when values of the variables are
not saved in the system. The expert has to form the
query and it will be saved in the system.
Functions are the most complicated variables in
formulas of leverage coefficients. Functions are assumed as sub-recommendations. They are used when
the values of the leverage coefficients cannot be calculated directly. In this case, the value of the variable

STEP 3. Identification of output structure
When the initial parameters of recommendation
are defined (input parameters), the expert, using the
Recommender System, has to define output structure
of additional information, which will be presented to
the user. Recommendation does not control user interface, nevertheless, it gives a set of data elements to the
system, which is responsible for the user interface.
Elements of the output structure can be of the two
types: main and additional. The main elements are
related to those ontology elements, which have leverage coefficient’s values, because according to those
values, additional information is selected. Additional
element for the output structure can be any ontology
element.
STEP 4. Formation of formula of leverage
coefficient
When the first three steps are finished, the expert
can form the formula of leverage coefficient using
business rules in the business rules management system (BRMS). One defines the elements of the formula
and calculates leverage coefficient value for every
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is equalled to the value of the leverage coefficient of
sub-recommendation (Figure 5). When the recommender system initializes the calculation of leverage coef-

ficients’ values, it starts from the lowest level of
recommendations (S level in Figure 5) and ends up in
the highest level (0 level in Figure 5).

Figure 5. Formula of leverage coefficient with hierarchy of sub-recommendations

weight ( function) =

where:
f 0 (objo ) – the main function of leverage coeffi-

S u [1]

cient;
a0 – the weight of formula‘s variable. Its index

+ su[2] + ... + su [ k ] + so[1] + so[2] + ... + so[ n ] , (2)
n+k

where:
weight (function) – weight of the recommendation
(or sub-recommendation);

shows the level of (sub) recommendation;

u 01 (obj0 ) – query to get a numerical value of

s o[n ] – weight of the variable that is ontology ele-

some characteristics of the object obj (e.g. rating
of the article). The first index of u identifies the
level and the second one – query‘s number in the
formula;

ment;
s u[k ] – weight of the variable that is query;

o01 (obj0 ) – ontology element. Its value is selec-

n – the total number ontology elements;
k – the total number of queries.

ted for the object obj; the first index identifies the
level and the second one – element‘s number in
the formula;

STEP 5. Determination of parameters for
gathering data for variables

f11 (obj0 ) – formula’s leverage coefficient of

When the expert defines all the elements of the
formula of leverage coefficients (weights and variables), he has to set the time period that defines how
often the data for each variable have to be refreshed.
Data can be refreshed in real-time; however, if the
time for execution of queries or sub-recommendations
is too long compared to the time needed for selection
of data about simple ontology elements, a certain time
period may be set for these actions.

sub-recommendation. The first index identifies
the level and the second one – its number in the
main formula.
It has to be noted that the expert may use only
those ontology elements, which belong to the element
groups made in Step 1, when he forms a variable of
any type in the formula.
Calculation of weights. The next step after the
identification of the formula’s variables is the calculation of weights of each of these variables. Weight is
calculated according to the ontology elements which
belong to the particular variable of the formula.
Weights of ontology elements are acquired from the
groups of ontology elements. There are some rules for
calculating the weights of variables:
• If the variable is ontology element, its weight is
the same as the weight of ontology element’s
group;
• If the variable is query, its weight is calculated as
the average of all weights of ontology elements
composing the query;
• If the variable is function, the calculation of its
weight starts from the lowest sub-recommendation
level. Formula of the lowest level has only queries
and ontology elements, so their weights are calculated using the first and the second rule. The
total weight of sub-recommendation is calculated
using formula given below:

5. The Algorithm of Leverage Coefficientsbased Recommendations Interpretation
The process of recommendations formation is separated from their interpretation. Such an approach
enables the expert to modify the elements of recommendation without interruption of the work of social
network. During the recommendation formation process elements are saved in two repositories: Business
Rules and Recommender System, and in the interpretation mode recommender system selects proper elements and provides personalized additional
information to the user.
Basic steps of the interpretation algorithm are
presented in Figure 6.
Social network transfers initial parameters F1 to
the RS (the process of the identification of initial
parameters was presented in STEP 2). Another set of
initial parameters (about recommendation) is acquired
from the Repository. The full set of initial parameters
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F2 is used for the selection of initial data F3 (the
process of the selection of initial data was presented in
STEP 2). For every data element, BRMS (Figure 6.)
calculates the value of leverage coefficient F4. Flow
F4 is used for the selection of additional information

with respect to the information output structure of the
recommendation (it is described in STEP 3). The
result of recommendation interpretation (F5) is
transferred to the social network and presented to the
user.

Figure 6. Basic steps of the interpretation algorithm

tion), the proposed RS reduces time costs of recommendations formation and maintenance, moreover, it
reduces the number of human mistakes.
The RS was created using Jena framework,
programming
tool Eclipse,
data
repository
PostgreeSQL, Altova Semantic Works for the
formation of ontology and Blaze Advisor for formation
of business rules. Ontology was used instead of the
traditional relational database in this RS. Ontology
was chosen because of its features that let the expert
define not only the objects of the problem domain but
also semantic relations among them.
An example is given in Figures 7 - 9. The ontology
is FOAF (Friend of a Friend) and the recommendation
is formed for selection the newest most popular
articles in the Social Network.

It should be noted that the interpretation algorithm
is the same to all recommendations, which were developed by the proposed method. This feature enables
the transportation of the recommendations to other
social networks (provided these networks use the
same recommendation formation and interpretation
algorithms).

6. Prototype of the Recommender System
The proposed algorithm of leverage coefficientsbased recommendations formation was implemented
in the prototype of recommender management system.
This system supports the process of automatic formation of recommendations. Compared to the manual
formation of recommendations (when the expert has
to write all the program code for the recommenda-

Figure 7. The fragment of the prototype of the RS (Step 1. Formation of ontology elements’ groups)

7. Conclusions

The particularity of the recommendations formed
with the proposed algorithm is that these recommendations are based on leverage coefficients – this feature is realized using business rules and allows one to
define the most suitable level of flexibility and personalization. Such recommendations provide proper
additional information to the particular user. The
recommendation is stored in the system’s Repository
as a composition of atomic elements – this feature
enables the analysis and modification of recommendations, avoiding flexibility and personalization problems that are a very common problem in other RSs.

On the basis of the drawbacks of the current RS
we suggested additional functionality to the social
network, namely, recommender system with management possibility. In order to implement such additional
functionality to the SN, the following elements of a
new method were proposed and presented in this article: (1) metamodel of the recommendation; (2) algorithm for leverage coefficients-based recommendations formation; (3) algorithm of leverage coefficientsbased recommendations interpretation.
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Figure 8. Figure to the left – Algorithm for Calculation of Leverage Coefficients implemented as a RuleFlow in the BRMS Blaze
Advisor; Figure to the right – RuleSet that realizes the third Task in the RuleFlow, i.e. CalculateLeverageCoefficient

Figure 9. A part of ontology of RS
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